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The future of policing lies in studies of the police, for the police, and by the police,
with and without academics.1
The future of policing research can be found in Molly Slothower, a graduate student
whose qualitative work discovered that some UK police were telling crime victims that a
diversion program was letting their offenders off “easy,” making victims dissatisfied; she
then launched an experiment to compare victim attitudes about prosecution vs. diversion
when victims in the diversion group were told in detail the intense efforts the diversion
program made to prevent future offending. In this test, victims were 42% more likely to be
satisfied with diversion than with prosecution.2 Her study of the police led to a study for the
police that was conducted with Molly by the police.
The future of policing research can be found in Jerry Ratcliffe and his team, who not
only conducted an experiment in hot spots policing for the Philadelphia Police Department,3
but did enough research on the practices of the older vs. rookie officers to explain why a
second experiment yielded a different result.4
The future of policing research can also be found with people like



Renee Mitchell, a Sacramento Police Sergeant who organized her own hot spots
experiment that won an award from the ASC Division on Experimental Criminology 5
Barak Ariel, a Cambridge Lecturer and former police inspector who designed and
supervised the first experiment in police wearing body-worn video cameras with
Rialto CA Police Chief Tony Farrar (then a Cambridge Master’s degree student), a
study later cited by the US Judge who ordered the NYPD to wear cameras in highfrequency stop and search precincts6





Alex Murray of the West Midlands Police (UK), who founded with colleagues and
served as the first chair of the now 1500-member Society of Evidence-Based Policing,
whose members embrace both police and academics7
Cynthia Lum, a GMU professor and former Baltimore police officer whose efforts to
make police research accessible to police and the public through the evidence-based
policing matrix are an exemplar of translational criminology. 8

The long and important tradition of research on the causes of police behavior9 as a
dependent variable should and will continue, both by academics and police themselves—
many of them in the new category Renee Mitchell calls “pracademics.” This research will
increasingly be appreciated by the police as being for the police, and not just serving as
“opposition research” for those who see democratic police institutions as a unified enemy-blind to the reality of police agencies as moral battlefields between competing factions.10
Police who share their critics’ goals of curbing police abuses and increasing police legitimacy
already find research on the causes of police behavior to add practical value in strengthening
a police profession. They will welcome more and better research on racial discrimination,
profiling, and use of deadly force.
The new and growing field of “evidence-based policing” is also both for the police
and for the communities and victims that police serve.11 The Triple-T of systematic targeting,
testing and tracking of the use of police resources is spreading as a policing strategy 12 in
which research is the core tool of keeping the peace.13 Citizens who follow this research can
press police to use it to the hilt, just as medical patients now confront their doctors with
medical research findings paid for by citizen tax dollars. They can demand, for example, to
know why police make arrests for minor domestic violence when in one experiment it
doubled the risk of death from all causes among African-American victims.14
The research on the consequences of the Triple-T police decisions, treating police
decisions as the independent variable, may eventually achieve a far higher proportion of all
policing research than it has to date. While EBP began with fulltime academics, it is
witnessing phenomenal growth in police-led experiments.15 The passion with which younger
and mid-career police work to answer these questions of consequences is not yet found
among the chief executives of most police agencies, but it is only a matter of time. The
coming generations of police leaders will not only be consumers of research, but are
increasingly likely to have been producers of it as well. No trend could provide greater
justification for creating an ASC Division of Policing, nor for building a close bond between
our new Division and the world-wide Society of Evidence-Based Policing.
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